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SODA & cognitive mapping
useful for IRD - Port Authority
 need help with IRD problem
Obtain background information
on Port Authority, their 
initial requirement, etc.
Plan our intervention 
strategy




Evaluate process - actually
 a Safety Management 
System (SMS) is required
Exit (and commence
work on SMS)
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Articulate arguments as to
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of research questions, etc.
Amend plan & design
if further explanation
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F = Cognitive Mapping and SODA have 
characteristics that would render 
them effective for application to 
IRD 
MR = Action research 
MPS = SODA and Cognitive Mapping  
A = Issues and challenges in 
effectively determining 
information requirements in 
organisations 
P = Identifying information 
requirements for a new WVCS at 
the government agency 
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